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a b s t r a c t
The concept of quasi-coincidence of a fuzzy interval value with an interval valued fuzzy
set is considered. In fact, this is a generalized concept of the quasi-coincidence of a fuzzy
point with a fuzzy set. By using this new idea, the notion of interval valued (α, β)-fuzzy
hyperideals in a hyperring is introduced and consequently, a generalization of a fuzzy
hyperideal is defined. In this paper, we study the related properties of the fuzzy hyperideals
and in particular, the interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideals in a hyperring will be
investigated. Moreover, we also consider the concept of implication-based interval valued
fuzzy hyperideals in a hyperring. Some recent results obtained by B. Davvaz and J.M. Zhan
on hyperstructures are extended and consolidated.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The algebraic hyperstructure is a natural generalization of the usual algebraic structures which was first initiated
by Marty [1] in 1934. After the pioneering work of F. Marty, algebraic hyperstructures have been developed by many
researchers. A short review of hyperstructures can be found in [2,3]. In a recent monograph, [4] Corsini and Leoreanu have
presented numerous applications of algebraic hyperstructures, including those from the last fifteen years such as geometry,
hypergraphs, binary relations, lattices, fuzzy sets and rough sets, automata, cryptography, codes, median algebras, relation
algebras, artificial intelligence and probabilities.
The concept of fuzzy sets was first introduced by Zadeh in 1965 [5] and then the fuzzy sets have been used in the
reconsideration of classical mathematics. In particular, the notion of fuzzy subgroups was defined by Rosenfeld [6] and
its structure was thereby investigated. In addition, Liu [7] also introduced the notions of fuzzy subrings and ideals. In
1975, Zadeh [8] introduced the concept of interval valued fuzzy subset, where the values of the membership functions
are the intervals of numbers instead of the numbers themselves. It was noticed by Biswas [9] that the interval valued fuzzy
subgroups are of the same nature of the fuzzy subgroups defined by Rosenfeld in [6]. A new type of fuzzy subgroup (viz,
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy subgroup)was then introduced by Bhakat and Das [10–14]. In fact, their idea is to use the combined notions
of ‘‘belongingness ’’ and ‘‘quasi-coincidence’’ of fuzzy points and the fuzzy sets introduced by Pu and Liu in [15]. The concept
of the (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy subgroup is an important and useful generalization of the fuzzy subgroups defined by Rosenfeld. As
a further generalization of the fuzzy subgroups of Rosenfeld, Bhakat and Das described the general fuzzy subgroups in [16].
We noticed that the relationships between the fuzzy sets and algebraic hyperstructures have been already considered
by Corsini, Davvaz, Krasner, Leoreanu, Vougiouklis, Zhan and others, for instance, the reader can refer to [17–41]. Recently,
Zhan and Dudek also introduced the concept of interval valued intuitionistic (S, T )-fuzzy Hv-submodules of Hv-modules
and described some of their most important and useful properties [37].
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In this paper, we concentrate on the quasi-coincidence of a fuzzy interval value with an interval valued fuzzy set.
In particular, the notion of interval valued (α, β)-fuzzy hyperideals of hyperrings which is a generalization of the fuzzy
hyperideal is defined and we investigate some of their related properties. Moreover, some of their characterizations are
obtained and some of the fundamental properties of the above hyperrings are described. The properties of the interval
valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideals of hyperrings are also discussed. Finally, we consider the implication-based interval
valued fuzzy hyperideals of hyperrings. For terminologies and notions not given in this paper, the reader is referred to
Corsini [2] and [4].
2. Preliminaries
Recall that a hyperstructure is a non-empty set H together with a mapping ‘‘◦’’: H×H → P ∗(H), whereP ∗(H) is the set
of all the non-empty subsets of H .
If x ∈ H and A, B ∈ P ∗(H), then by A◦B, A◦x and x◦B, wemean that A◦B =⋃ a∈A
b∈B
a◦b, A◦x = A◦{x} and x◦B = {x}◦B,
respectively.
Now, we call a hyperstructure (H, ◦) a canonical hypergroup [29] if the following axioms are satisfied:
(i) for every x, y, z ∈ H, x ◦ (y ◦ z) = (x ◦ y) ◦ z;
(ii) for every x, y ∈ H, x ◦ y = y ◦ x;
(iii) there exists a 0 ∈ H such that 0 ◦ x = x, for all x ∈ H;
(iv) for every x ∈ H , there exists a unique element x′ ∈ H such that 0 ∈ x ◦ x′. (we call the element x′ the opposite of x).
Definition 2.1 (cf. [28]). A hyperring is an algebraic structure (R,+, ·)which satisfies the following axioms:
(1) (R,+) is a canonical hypergroup; (we shall write−x for x′).
(2) (R, ·) is a semigroup having zero as a bilaterally absorbing element.
(3) The multiplication is distributive with respect to the hyperoperation ‘‘+’’.
Let (R,+, ·) be a hyperring and A a non-empty subset of R. Then A is called a subhyperring of R if (A,+, ·) itself is a
hyperring. A subhyperring A of a hyperring R is a left (right) hyperideal of R if ra ∈ A(ar ∈ A), for all r ∈ R and a ∈ A. A
subhyperring A is called a hyperideal if A is both left and right hyperideal.
Example 2.2. Let (A,+, ·) be a ring andN a normal subgroup of itsmultiplicative semigroup. Then themultiplicative classes
x = xN(x ∈ A) form a partition of R, and let A = A/N be the set of these classes. It is clear that the product of x, y ∈ A, as
subsets of A, is again a class (mod N), and so their sum as such subsets is the union of such classes. If we define the product
x ∗ y in A of x, y ∈ A, which is equal to their product as subsets of A, and their sum x⊕ y in A as the set of all z in A contained
in their sum as subsets of A, i.e.,
x⊕ y = {z|z ∈ x+ y}, x ∗ y = xy.
Then the above operations give the structure of a hyperring.
Example 2.3. Let R = {a, b, c, d} be a set with a hyperoperation ‘‘+’’ and a binary operation ‘‘·’’ as follows:
+ a b c d
a {a} {b} {c} {d}
b {b} {a, b} {d} {c}
c {c} {d} {a, c} {b}
d {d} {c} {b} {a, d}
· a b c d
a a a a a
b a b b b
c a c c c
d a d d d
Then, with the above Calyey table, we can easily check that (R,+, ·) is a hyperring.
Definition 2.4. A fuzzy subset F of a hyperring R is called a fuzzy hyperideal of R if the following conditions hold:
(I1) min{F(x), F(y)} ≤ infz∈x+y µ(z), for all x, y ∈ R;
(II1) F(x) ≤ F(−x), for all x ∈ R;
(III1) max{F(x), F(y)} ≤ F(xy), for all x, y ∈ R.
If F is a fuzzy hyperideal of R, then it is clear that
F(−x) = F(x), min{F(x), F(y)} ≤ inf
z∈x−y{F(z)},
for all x, y ∈ R.
Let R be a hyperring. For a fuzzy subset F of R, the level subset Ft is defined by
U(F; t) = {x ∈ R | F(x) ≥ t}, t ∈ [0, 1].
A fuzzy hyperideal can be characterized in terms of its level subsets.
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Theorem 2.5. Let F be a fuzzy subset of a hyperring R. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) F is a fuzzy hyperideal of R,
(2) every non-empty level subset of F is a hyperideal of R.
A fuzzy set F of a hyperring R is of the form
F(y) =
{
t(6= 0) if y = x,
0 if y 6= x,
which is called a fuzzy point with support x and value t and is denoted by U(x; t). A fuzzy pointU(x; t) is said to belong to (resp.
be quasi-coincident with) a fuzzy set F , written as U(x; t) ∈ F (resp. U(x; t)qF ) if F(x) ≥ t (resp. F(x)+ t > 1). If U(x; t) ∈ F
or (resp. and) U(x; t)qF , then we write U(x; t) ∈ ∨q(resp. ∈ ∧q) F . The symbol ∈ ∨qmeans ∈ ∨q does not hold. Using the
notion of ‘‘belongingness (∈)’’ and ‘‘quasi-coincidence (q)’’ of fuzzy points with fuzzy subsets, the concept of (α, β)-fuzzy
subsemigroup, where α and β are any two of {∈, q,∈ ∨q,∈ ∧q} with α 6=∈ ∧q, was introduced in [13]. It is noteworthy
that the most viable generalization of the fuzzy subgroups of Rosenfeld is the (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy subgroup. A detailed study
of the (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy subgroups has been given in [10].
By an interval number a˜, we mean (cf. [8]) an interval [a−, a+], where 0 ≤ a− ≤ a+ ≤ 1. The set of all interval numbers
is denoted by D[0, 1]. We now identify the interval [a, a]with the number a ∈ [0, 1].
For the interval numbers a˜i = [a−i , a+i ] ∈ D[0, 1], i ∈ I , we define the following notations:
rmax{˜ai, b˜i} = [max{a−i , b−i },max{a+i , b+i }],
rmin{˜ai, b˜i} = [min{a−i , b−i },min{a+i , b+i }],
rinf a˜i =
[∧
i∈I
a−i ,
∧
i∈I
a+i
]
, rsup a˜i =
[∨
i∈I
a−i ,
∨
i∈I
a+i
]
and then, we put
(1) a˜1 ≤ a˜2 ⇐⇒ a−1 ≤ a−2 and a+1 ≤ a+2 ,
(2) a˜1 = a˜2 ⇐⇒ a−1 = a−2 and a+1 = a+2 ,
(3) a˜1 < a˜2 ⇐⇒ a˜1 ≤ a˜2 and a˜1 6= a˜2,
(4) k˜a = [ka−, ka+], whenever 0 ≤ k ≤ 1.
It is clear that (D[0, 1],≤,∨,∧) is a complete lattice with 0 = [0, 0] as the least element and 1 = [1, 1] as the greatest
element.
By an interval valued fuzzy set F on X , we mean (cf. [8]) the set
F = {(x, [µ−F (x), µ+F (x)]) | x ∈ X},
where µ−F and µ
+
F are two fuzzy subsets of X such that µ
−
F (x) ≤ µ+F (x) for all x ∈ X . Putting µ˜F (x) = [µ−F (x), µ+F (x)], then
we see that F = {(x, µ˜F (x)) | x ∈ X}, where µ˜F : X → D[0, 1].
3. Interval valued (α, β)-fuzzy hyperideals
Based on [10–14], we can extend the concept of quasi-coincidence of fuzzy point with a fuzzy set to the concept of
quasi-coincidence of a fuzzy interval value with an interval valued fuzzy set as follows.
An interval valued fuzzy set F of a hyperring R of the form
µ˜F (y) =
{˜
t (6=[0, 0]) if y = x,
[0, 0] if y 6= x,
is said to be the fuzzy interval value with support x and interval value t˜ and is denoted by U(x; t˜). A fuzzy interval value U(x; t˜)
is said to belong to (resp. be quasi-coincident with) an interval valued fuzzy set F , written as U(x; t˜) ∈ F (resp. U(x; t˜)qF ) if
µ˜F (x) ≥ t˜ (resp. µ˜F (x)+ t˜ > [1, 1]). If U(x; t˜) ∈ F or (resp. and) U(x; t˜)qF , then we write U(x; t˜) ∈ ∨q(resp. ∈ ∧q) F . The
symbol ∈ ∨qmeans ∈ ∨q does not hold.
In what follows, we let R be a hyperring. Then we use α and β to denote any one of the ‘‘∈, q,∈ ∨q or ∈ ∧q’’ unless
otherwise specified. We also emphasis that µ˜F (x) = [µ−F (x), µ+F (x)]must satisfy the following conditions:
(1) Any two elements of D[0, 1] are comparable;
(2) [µ−F (x), µ+F (x)] ≤ [0.5, 0.5] or [0.5, 0.5] < [µ−F (x), µ+F (x)], for all x ∈ R.
Definition 3.1. An interval valued fuzzy set F of R is called an interval valued (α, β)-fuzzy hyperideal of R if for all t, r ∈ (0, 1]
and x, y ∈ R, the following conditions hold:
(I2) U(x; t˜)αF and U(y; r˜)αF imply U(z; rmin{˜t, r˜})βF , for all z ∈ x+ y,
(II2) U(x; t˜)αF implies U(−x; t˜)βF ,
(III2) U(x; t˜)αF and U(y; r˜)αF imply U(xy; rmax{˜t, r˜})βF .
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Let F be an interval valued fuzzy set of R such that µ˜F (x) ≤ [0.5, 0.5], for all x ∈ R. Suppose that x ∈ R and t ∈ (0, 1] such
that U(x; t˜) ∈ ∧qF . Then µ˜F (x) ≥ t˜ and µ˜F (x) + t˜ > [1, 1]. It hence follows that [1, 1] < µ˜F (x) + t˜ ≤ µ˜F (x) + µ˜F (x) =
2µ˜F (x), which implies that µ˜F (x) > [0.5, 0.5]. This means that {U(x; t˜)|U(x; t˜) ∈ ∧qF} = ∅. Therefore the case α =∈ ∧q
in our definition (Definition 3.1) can be omitted.
Proposition 3.2. Every interval valued (∈ ∨q,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R is an interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal
of R.
Proof. Let F be an interval valued (∈ ∨q,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R. Then, we only need to show that condition (I2) holds,
and the proofs of the other conditions are similar. For this purpose, we let x, y ∈ R and t, r ∈ (0, 1] be such that U(x; t˜) ∈ F
and U(y; r˜) ∈ F . Then U(x; t˜) ∈ ∨qF and U(y; r˜) ∈ ∨qF . Since F is an interval valued (∈ ∨q,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R,
it follows that U(z; rmin{˜t, r˜}) ∈ ∨qF , for all z ∈ x+ y. This proves condition (I2) holds. 
Proposition 3.3. Every interval valued (∈,∈)-fuzzy hyperideal of R is an interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R.
Proof. Straightforward. 
Lemma 3.4. If A is a hyperideal of R, then the characteristic function χA of A is an interval valued (∈,∈)-fuzzy hyperideal of R.
Proof. We only need to show that the condition (I2) holds, and the proofs of the others are similar. Let x, y ∈ R and
t, r ∈ (0, 1] be such that U(x; t˜) ∈ χA and U(y; r˜) ∈ χA. Then χ˜A(x) ≥ t˜ > [0, 0] and χ˜A(y) ≥ r˜ > [0, 0]. These
imply that χ˜A(x) = χ˜A(y) = [1, 1], and so x, y ∈ χA. Thus, for all z ∈ x + y, we have z ∈ χA. It hence follows that
χ˜A(z) = [1, 1] ≥ rmin{˜t, r˜}, and so we have U(z; rmin{˜t, r˜}) ∈ χA. Hence, the proof is completed. 
Theorem 3.5. For any subset A of R, χA is an interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R if and only if A is a hyperideal
of R.
Proof. Let χA be an interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R. If x, y ∈ A then U(x; [1, 1]) ∈ χA and U(y; [1, 1]) ∈ χA.
These imply that U(z; [1, 1]) = U(z; rmin{[1, 1], [1, 1]}) ∈ ∨q χA, for all z ∈ x+ y. Hence, χ˜A(z) > [0, 0] for all z ∈ x+ y,
and so x + y ∈ A. Now, let x ∈ A. Then,we have U(x; [1, 1]) ∈ χA, and thereby we deduce that U(−x; [1, 1]) ∈ ∨qχA.
Consequently, we have χ˜A(−x) > [0.0], and so−x ∈ A. This proves that A is a subhypergroup of (R,+). It is easy to check
that A is a hyperideal of R.
Conversely, if A is a hyperideal of R, thenχA is an interval valued (∈,∈)-fuzzy hyperideal of R by Lemma 3.4, and therefore
χA is an interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R by Proposition 3.3. 
We now state our main result about the general interval valued (α, β)-fuzzy hyperideals of hyperrings.
Theorem 3.6. Let F be a non-zero interval valued (α, β)-fuzzy hyperideal of R. Then the set U(F; [0, 0]) = {x ∈ R|µ˜F (x) >
[0, 0]} is a hyperideal of R.
Proof. Let x, y ∈ U(F; [0, 0]). Then µ˜F (x) > [0, 0] and µ˜F (y) > [0, 0]. Now, we assume that µ˜F (z) = [0, 0], for
all z ∈ x − y. If α ∈ {∈,∈ ∨q}, then U(x; µ˜F (x))αF and U(y; µ˜F (y))αF , but U(z; rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)})βF , for every
β ∈ {∈, q,∈ ∨q,∈ ∧q}, a contradiction. Observe that U(x; [1, 1])qF and U(y; [1, 1])qF , but, for all z ∈ x − y, we have
U(z; rmin{[1, 1], [1, 1]}) = U(z; [1, 1])βF , for every β ∈ {∈, q,∈ ∨q,∈ ∧q}, which is a contradiction. Hence, for all
z ∈ x− y, we have µ˜F (z) > [0, 0], that is, z ∈ U(F; [0, 0]), and so x− y ⊆ U(F; [0, 0]). This proves that (U(F; [0, 0]),+) is
a subhypergroup of R. It is now easy to check that U(F; [0, 0]) is a hyperideal of R. 
Let F be an interval valued fuzzy set. Then, for every t ∈ [0, 1], the set U(F; t˜) = {x ∈ R|µ˜F (x) ≥ t˜} is called the interval
valued level subset of F .
An interval valued fuzzy set F of a hyperring R is now called proper if ImF contains at least two elements. The two interval
valued fuzzy sets are said to be equivalent if they have the same family of interval valued level subsets. Otherwise, they are
said to be non-equivalent.
Theorem 3.7. Suppose that R contains some proper hyperideals. Then a proper interval valued (∈,∈)-fuzzy hyperideal F of
R with cardinal numbers ImF ≥ 3 can be expressed as the union of two proper non-equivalent interval valued (∈,∈)-fuzzy
hyperideals of R.
Proof. Let F be a proper interval valued (∈,∈)-fuzzy hyperideal of Rwith ImF = {t0, t1, . . . , tn}, where t˜0 > t˜1 > · · · > t˜n
and n ≥ 2. Then
U(F; t˜0) ⊆ U(F; t˜1) ⊆ · · · ⊆ U(F; t˜n) = R
is the chain of interval valued ∈-level hyperideals of F .
Define two interval valued fuzzy sets A and B in R by
µ˜A(x) = r˜1, for x ∈ U(F; t˜1) and µ˜A(x) = t˜k, for x ∈ U(F; t˜k) \ U(F; t˜k−1), where (k = 2, . . . , n).
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µ˜B(x) = t˜0, for x ∈ U(F; t˜1); µ˜B(x) = t˜1, for x ∈ U(F; t˜1)\U(F; t˜0); µ˜B(x) = r˜2, for x ∈ U(F; t˜3)\U(F; t˜1) and µ˜B(x) = t˜k,
for x ∈ U(F; t˜k) \ U(F; t˜k−1), where (k = 4, . . . , n).
Here t˜2 < r˜1 < t˜1 and t˜4 < r˜2 < t˜2. Then A and B are interval valued (∈,∈)-fuzzy hyperideals of R,where
U(F; t˜1) ⊆ U(F; t˜2) ⊆ · · · ⊆ U(F; t˜n) = R
and
U(F; t˜0) ⊆ U(F; t˜1) ⊆ · · · ⊆ U(F; t˜n) = R
are respectively the chains of interval valued ∈-level hyperideals of R, and A, B ≤ F . Thus A and B are non-equivalent, and it
is obvious that A ∪ B = F . This completes the proof. 
4. Interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideals
In this section, we discuss some fundamental properties of the interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideals of a
hyperring R.
We first extend the concept of fuzzy hyperideals to the concept of interval valued fuzzy hyperideals in a hyperring:
Definition 4.1. An interval valued fuzzy set F of R is called an interval valued fuzzy hyperideal of R if for all x, y ∈ R, F satisfies
the following conditions:
(I3) rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)} ≤ rinf{µ˜F (z)|z ∈ x+ y},
(II3) µ˜F (x) ≤ µ˜F (−x),
(III3) rmax{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)} ≤ µ˜F (xy).
We now characterize the interval valued fuzzy hyperideals by using their level hyperideals.
Theorem 4.2. An interval valued fuzzy set F of R is an interval valued fuzzy hyperideal of R if and only if for any [0, 0] < t˜ ≤
[1, 1], U(F; t˜)(6=∅) is a hyperideal of R.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.5 and hence we omit the details. 
We now introduce the following concept:
Definition 4.3. An interval valued fuzzy set F of R is said to be an interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R if for all
t, r ∈ (0, 1] and x, y ∈ R, the following conditions hold:
(I4) U(x; t˜) ∈ F and U(y; r˜) ∈ F imply that U(z; rmin{˜t, r˜}) ∈ ∨qF , for all z ∈ x+ y,
(II4) U(x; t˜) ∈ F implies that U(−x; t˜) ∈ ∨qF ,
(III4) U(x; t˜) ∈ F and U(y; r˜) ∈ F imply that U(xy; rmax{˜t, r˜}) ∈ ∨qF .
Note that if F is an interval valued fuzzy hyperideal of R by Definition 4.1, then by Definition 4.3, we call F the interval
valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R. However, the converse is not true in general. This can be seen in the following
example:
Example 4.4. Consider Example 2.3, and we define an interval valued fuzzy set F by µ˜F (a) = [0.3, 0.4], µ˜F (b) = µ˜F (c) =
µ˜F (d) = [0.6, 0.7]. Then it is easy to check that F is an interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R, but it is not an
interval valued fuzzy hyperideal of R.
Theorem 4.5. The conditions (I4), (II4) and (III4) in Definition 4.3, are equivalent to the following conditions, respectively:
(I5) rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), [0.5, 0.5]} ≤ rinf{µ˜F (z)|z ∈ x+ y}, for all x, y ∈ R,
(II5) rmin{µ˜F (x), [0.5, 0.5]} ≤ µ˜F (−x), for all x ∈ R,
(III5) rmax{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), [0.5, 0.5]} ≤ µ˜F (xy), for all x, y ∈ R.
Proof. (I4)H⇒ (I5): Suppose that x, y ∈ R. Then we consider the following two cases:
(a) rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)} ≤ [0.5, 0.5],
(b) rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)} > [0.5, 0.5].
Case (a): Assume that there exists z ∈ x + y such that µ˜F (z) < rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), [0.5, 0.5]}. Then, this implies that
µ˜F (z) < rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)}. Choose t such that µ˜F (z) < t˜ < rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)}. Then U(x; t˜) ∈ F and U(y; t˜) ∈ F , but
U(z; t˜)∈ ∨qF . This clearly contradicts (I4).
Case (b): Assume that µ˜F (z) < [0.5, 0.5] for some z ∈ x + y. Then U(x; [0.5, 0.5]) ∈ F and U(y; [0.5, 0.5]) ∈ F , but
U(z; [0.5, 0.5])∈ ∨qF , a contradiction. Hence (I5) holds.
(II4)H⇒ (II5): Suppose that x ∈ R. Then we consider the following two cases:
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(a) µ˜F (x) ≤ [0.5, 0.5],
(b) µ˜F (x) > [0.5, 0.5].
Case (a): Assume that µ˜F (x) = t˜ < [0.5, 0.5] and µ˜F (−x) = r˜ < µ˜F (x). Choose s such that r˜ < s˜ < t˜ and r˜ + s˜ < [1, 1].
Then U(x; s˜) ∈ F , but U(−x; s˜)∈ ∨qF , which contradicts (II4). So µ˜F (−x) ≥ µ˜F (x) = rmin{µ˜F (x), [0.5, 0.5]}.
Case (b): Let µ˜F (x) ≥ [0.5, 0.5]. If µ˜F (−x) < rmin{µ˜F (x), [0.5, 0.5]}, then U(x; [0.5, 0.5]) ∈ F , but
U(−x; [0.5, 0.5])∈ ∨qF , which contradicts (II4). Hence, we deduce that µ˜F (−x) ≥ rmin{µ˜F (x), [0.5, 0.5]}.
(III4)H⇒ (III5): The proof is similar to (I4)H⇒ (I5).
(I5) H⇒ (I4): Let U(x; t˜) ∈ F and U(y; r˜) ∈ F . Then µ˜F (x) ≥ t˜ and µ˜F (y) ≥ r˜ . For every z ∈ x + y, we have
µ˜F (z) ≥ rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), [0.5, 0.5]} ≥ rmin{˜t, r˜, [0.5, 0.5]}.
If rmin{˜t, r˜} > [0.5, 0.5], then µ˜F (z) ≥ [0.5, 0.5], which implies µ˜F (z)+ rmin{˜t, r˜} > [1, 1]. If r min{˜t, r˜} ≤ [0.5, 0.5],
then µ˜F (z) ≥ rmin{˜t, r˜}. Therefore, U(z; rmin{˜t, r˜}) ∈ ∨qF , for all z ∈ x+ y.
(II5) H⇒ (II4) Let U(x; t˜) ∈ F .Then µ˜F (x) ≥ t˜ . Now, we have µ˜F (−x) ≥ rmin{µ˜F (x), [0.5, 0.5]} ≥ rmin{˜t, [0.5, 0.5]},
which implies that µ˜F (−x) ≥ t˜ or µ˜F (−x) ≥ [0.5, 0.5] according to t˜ ≤ [0.5, 0.5] or t˜ ≥ [0.5, 0.5]. Therefore,
U(−x; t˜) ∈ ∨qF .
(III5)H⇒ (III4): The proof of this part is similar to (I5)H⇒ (I4). 
By Definition 4.3 and Theorem 4.5, we immediately obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 4.6. An interval valued fuzzy set F of R is an interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R if and only if
conditions (I5), (II5) and (III5) in Theorem 4.5 hold.
Now, we characterize the interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideals by using their level hyperideals.
Theorem 4.7. Let F be an interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R. Then for all [0, 0] < t˜ ≤ [0.5, 0.5], U(F; t˜) is an
empty set or a hyperideal of R. Conversely, if F is an interval valued fuzzy set of R such that U(F; t˜)(6=∅) is a hyperideal of R for
all [0, 0] < t˜ ≤ [0.5, 0.5], then F is an interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R.
Proof. Let F be an interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R and [0, 0] < t˜ ≤ [0.5, 0.5]. If x, y ∈ U(F; t˜), then
µ˜F (x) ≥ t˜ and µ˜F (x) ≥ t˜ . Now we have rinf{µ˜F (z)|z ∈ x + y} ≥ rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), [0.5, 0.5]} ≥ rmin{˜t, [0.5, 0.5]} = t˜ .
µ˜F (−x) ≥ rmin{µ˜F (x), [0.5, 0.5]} = rmin{˜t, [0.5, 0.5]} = t˜ , and so x + y ⊆ U(F; t˜) and −x ∈ U(F; t˜). Hence
(U(F; t˜),+) is a subhypergroup of (R,+). Also, for every x, y ∈ U(F; t˜), we have µ˜F (xy) ≥ rmax{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), [0.5, 0.5]} =
rmax{˜t, [0.5, 0.5]} ≥ t˜ , which implies that xy ∈ U(F; t˜). Therefore, U(F; t˜) is a hyperideal of R.
Conversely,if F is an interval valued fuzzy set of R such that U(F; t˜)(6=∅) becomes a hyperideal of R, for all [0, 0] < t˜ ≤
[0.5, 0.5],then for every x, y ∈ R, we can write µ˜F (x) ≥ rmin{µ˜F (−x), [0.5, 0.5]} = k˜0 ≥ rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), [0.5, 0.5]} =
t˜0, µ˜F (y) ≥ rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), [0.5, 0.5]} = t˜0, Thus, we have x, y ∈ U(F; t˜0) and x ∈ U(F; k˜0), and so x + y ⊆
U(F; t˜0) and −x ∈ U(F; k˜0). Consequently, we have rinf{µ˜F (z)|z ∈ x + y} ≥ rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), [0.5, 0.5]} and
µ˜F (−x) ≥ rmin{µ˜F (x), [0.5, 0.5]}. Also, we have µ˜F (xy) ≥ rmax{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), [0.5, 0.5]} = s˜0. Hence, we conclude that
xy ∈ U(F; s˜0), and so µ˜F (xy) ≥ rmax{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), [0.5, 0.5]}. Therefore, F is an interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal
of R. 
A corresponding result can be naturally considered when U(F; t˜) is a hyperideal of R for all [0.5, 0.5] < t˜ ≤ [1, 1].
Theorem 4.8. Let F be an interval valued fuzzy set of R. Then U(F; t˜)(6=∅) is a hyperideal of R for all [0.5, 0.5] < t˜ ≤ [1, 1] if
and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(I6) rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)} ≤ r inf{rmax{µ˜F (z), [0.5, 0.5]}|z ∈ x+ y}, for all x, y ∈ R,
(II6) µ˜F (x) ≤ rmax{µ˜F (−x), [0.5, 0.5]}, for all x ∈ R,
(III6) rmax{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)} ≤ rmax{µ˜F (xy), [0.5, 0.5]}, for all x, y ∈ R.
Proof. Assume that U(F; t˜) is a hyperideal of R.
(I6): If there exist x, y, z ∈ R with z ∈ x + y such that rmax{µ˜F (z), [0.5, 0.5]} < rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)} = t˜, then we
have [0.5, 0.5] < t˜ ≤ [1, 1] and µ˜F (z) < t˜, x, y ∈ U(F; t˜). Since x, y ∈ U(F; t˜) and U(F; t˜) is a hyperideal of R, we deduce
that x + y ⊆ U(F; t˜) and µ˜F (z) ≥ t˜ , for all z ∈ x + y. This result clearly contradicts µ˜F (z) < t˜ . Therefore, we have
rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)} ≤ rmax{µ˜F (z), [0.5, 0.5]}, for all x, y, z ∈ Rwith z ∈ x+ y, which implies that rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)} and
≤ r inf{rmax{µ˜F (y), [0.5, 0.5]}|z ∈ x+ y}, for all x, y ∈ R. Hence (I6) holds.
(II6): Now, assume that rmax{µ˜F (−x), [0.5, 0.5]} ≤ µ˜F (x) = t˜ , for some x ∈ R. Then [0.5, 0.5] < t˜ ≤ [1, 1], µ˜F (−x) < t˜
and x ∈ U(F; t˜). Since x ∈ U(F; t˜), we have either −x ∈ U(F; t˜) or µ˜F (−x) ≥ t˜ , which is a contradiction. Hence condition
(II6) holds.
(III6): The proofs are similar to the proof of (I6) and we hence omit the details.
Conversely, suppose that conditions (I6), (II6) and (III6) hold. Then we need to show that U(F; t˜) is a hyperideal of R. For
this purpose, we assume that [0.5, 0.5] < t˜ ≤ [1, 1] and x, y ∈ U(F; t˜). Then we have the following
(1) [0.5, 0.5] < t˜ ≤ rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)} ≤ rinf{rmax{µ˜F (z), [0.5, 0.5]}|z ∈ x+ y} < rinf{µ˜F (z)|z ∈ x+ y},
(2) [0.5, 0.5] < t˜ ≤ µ˜F (x) ≤ rmax{µ˜F (−x), [0.5, 0.5]} ≤ µ˜F (−x), and so x + y ⊆ U(F; t˜),−x ∈ U(F; t˜). Hence
(U(F; t˜),+) is a subhypergroup of (R,+). Also,wehave [0.5, 0.5] < t˜ ≤ rmax{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)} ≤ rmax{µ˜F (xy), [0.5, 0.5]} <
µ˜F (xy), for all x, y ∈ R. This implies that xy ∈ U(F; t˜). Therefore, U(F; t˜) is a hyperideal of R. 
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Let F be an interval valued fuzzy set of a hyperring R and J = {α|α ∈ (0, 1] and U(F; α˜) is an empty set or a hyperideal of
R}. In particular, if J = (0, 1], then F is an ordinary interval valued fuzzy hyperideal of R (see Theorem 4.2); if J = (0, 0.5),
then F is an interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal of R (see Theorem 4.7).
In [16], Yuan et al. gave the definition of a fuzzy subgroupwith thresholdswhich is a generalization of the fuzzy subgroup
of Rosenfeld and also the fuzzy subgroup of Bhakat and Das. Based on [16], we can extend the concept of a fuzzy subgroup
with thresholds to the concept of interval valued fuzzy hyperideals with thresholds in the following way:
Definition 4.9. Let s, t ∈ [0, 1] and s˜ < t˜ . Then an interval valued fuzzy set F of R is called an interval valued fuzzy hyperideal
with thresholds (˜s, t˜) of R if for all x, y ∈ R, the following conditions hold:
(I7) rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), t˜} ≤ rinf{rmax{µ˜F (z), s˜}|z ∈ x+ y},
(II7) rmin{µ˜F (x), t˜} ≤ rmax{µ˜F (−x), s˜},
(III7) rmax{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), t˜} ≤ rmax{µ˜F (xy), s˜}.
Remark. If F is an interval valued fuzzy hyperideal with thresholds of R, then we can conclude that F is an ordinary
interval valued fuzzy hyperideal when s˜ = [0, 0], t˜ = [1, 1]; and F is an interval valued (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy hyperideal when
s˜ = [0, 0], t˜ = [0.5, 0.5].
Now, we characterize the interval valued fuzzy hyperideals with thresholds by using their level hyperideals.
Theorem 4.10. An interval valued fuzzy set F of R is an interval valued fuzzy hyperideal with thresholds (˜s, t˜) of R if and only if
U(F; α˜)(6=∅) is a hyperideal of R for all s˜ < α˜ ≤ t˜ .
Proof. Let F be an interval valued fuzzy hyperideal with thresholds (˜s, t˜) of R and s˜ < α˜ ≤ t˜ . Let x, y ∈ U(F; α˜). Then
µ˜F (x) ≥ α˜ and µ˜F (y) ≥ α˜. Now,wehave rinf{rmax{µ˜F (z), s˜}|z ∈ x+y} ≥ rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), t˜} and≥ rmin{˜α, t˜} ≥ α˜ > s˜.
So for every z ∈ x + y, we have rmax{µ˜F (z), s˜} > α˜ > s˜, which implies that µ˜F (z) > α˜, and so z ∈ U(F; α˜). Hence,
x+ y ⊆ U(F; α˜). Now, let x ∈ U(F; t˜). Then, we have rmax{µ˜F (−x), s˜} ≥ r min{µ˜F (x), t} ≥ α˜ > s˜. Hence, µ˜F (−x) ≥ α˜ and
therefore,−x ∈ U(F; α˜).
Also, we have rmax{µ˜F (xy), s˜} ≥ rmax{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), t˜} ≥ rmax{˜α, t˜} ≥ α˜ > s˜. So rmax{µ˜F (xy), s˜} ≥ α˜ > s˜, which
implies that µ˜F (xy) ≥ α˜ and xy ∈ U(F; α˜). Therefore, we have deduced that U(F; α˜) is a hyperideal of R for all s˜ < α˜ ≤ t˜ .
Conversely, we let F be an interval valued fuzzy set of R such that U(F; α˜)(6=∅) is a hyperideal of R, for all s˜ < α˜ ≤ t˜ . If
there exist x, y, z ∈ R with z ∈ x + y such that rmax{µ˜F (z), s˜} < rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), t˜} = α˜, then s˜ < α˜ ≤ t˜, µ˜F (z) < α˜
and x, y ∈ U(F; α˜). Since U(F; α˜) is a hyperideal of R and x, y ∈ U(F; α˜), we have x + y ⊆ U(F; α˜). Hence, µ˜F (z) ≥ α˜,
for all z ∈ x + y. This contradicts µ˜F (z) < α˜. Therefore, rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), t˜} ≤ rmax{µ˜F (z), s˜}, for all x, y ∈ R
with z ∈ x + y. Now, assume that there exists x0 ∈ R such that rmin{µ˜F (x0), t˜} > α˜ = rmax{µ˜F (−x0), s˜}. Then
x0 ∈ U(F; α˜), s˜ < α˜ ≤ t˜ and µ˜F (−x0) < α˜. Since U(F; α˜) is a hyperideal of R, µ˜F (−x0) ≥ α˜. This clearly contradicts
µ˜F (−x0) < α˜. Therefore, rmin{µ˜F (x), t˜} ≤ rmax{µ˜F (−x), s˜} for any x ∈ R. Also, if there exist x, y ∈ R such that
rmax{µ˜F (xy), s˜} < rmax{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), t˜} = β˜ , then s˜ < β˜ ≤ t˜ , µ˜F (xy) < β˜, x ∈ U(F; β˜), and so xy ∈ U(F; β˜). Hence
µ˜F (xy) ≥ β˜ . This also contradicts µ˜F (xy) < β˜ . Therefore, we have rmax{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y), t˜} ≤ rmax{µ˜F (xy), s˜}, for all x, y ∈ R.
This shows that F is indeed an interval valued fuzzy hyperideal with thresholds (˜s, t˜) of R. 
5. Implication-based interval valued fuzzy hyperideals
Fuzzy logic is an extension of set-theoretical variables (or terms of the linguistic variable truth). Some operators such
as ∧,∨,¬,→ in fuzzy logic can be defined by using the truth tables. Moreover,the extension principle can be applied to
derive the definitions of the operators.
In fuzzy logic, the truth value of a fuzzy proposition P is denoted by [P]. In the following, we display the fuzzy logic and
its corresponding set-theoretical notions:
[x ∈ F ] = F(x);
[x 6∈ F ] = 1− F(x);
[P ∧ Q ] = min{[P], [Q ]};
[P ∨ Q ] = max{[P], [Q ]};
[P → Q ] = min{1, 1− [P] + [Q ]};
[∀xP(x)] = inf[P(x)];
|H P if and only if [P] = 1 for all valuations.
It is now clear that various implicative operators can be defined. We only show a selection of them in the following table
inwhichwe use α to denote the degree of truth (or the degree ofmembership) of the premise, β to denote the related values
of the consequence, and use I to denote the resulting degree of truth for the implication:
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Name Definition of Implication operators
Early Zadeh Im(α, β) = max{1− α,min{α, β}}
Lukasiewicz Ia(α, β) = min{1, 1− α + β}
Standard Star (Godel) Ig(α, β) =
{
1 if α ≤ β,
β if otherwise,
Contraposition of Godel Icg(α, β) =
{
1 if α ≤ β,
1− α if otherwise,
Gaines–Rescher Igr(α, β) =
{
1 if α ≤ β,
0 if otherwise,
Kleene–Dienes Ib(α, β) = max{1− α, β}.
The ‘‘quality’’ of these implicative operators can be evaluated either empirically or axiomatically.
In the following definition, we considered the implicative operators in the Lukasiewicz system of continuous-valued
logic.
Definition 5.1. An interval valued fuzzy set F of R is called a fuzzifying hyperideal of R if it satisfies the following conditions:
(I8) for any x, y ∈ R, |H [rmin{[x ∈ F ], [y ∈ F ]} → [∀z ∈ x+ y, z ∈ F ]],
(II8) for any x ∈ R, |H [[x ∈ F ] → [−x ∈ F ]],
(III8) for any x, y ∈ R, |H [rmax{[x ∈ F ], [y ∈ F ]} → [xy ∈ F ]].
It is clear that Definition 5.1 is equivalent to Definition 4.1. Therefore the interval valued fuzzifying hyperideal is just an
ordinary interval valued fuzzy hyperideal.
Now, we introduce the concept of interval valued t-tautology, i.e., |H t˜ P if and only if [P] ≥ t˜ , for all valuations.
Based on [34], we can extend the concept of implication-based fuzzy hyperideals in the following way:
Definition 5.2. Let F be an interval valued fuzzy set of R and t ∈ (0, 1] be a fixed number. Then F is called a t-implication-based
fuzzy hyperidealof R if it satisfies the following conditions:
(I9) for any x, y ∈ R, |H˜t [rmin{[x ∈ F ], [y ∈ F ]} → [∀z ∈ x+ y, z ∈ F ]],
(II9) for any x ∈ R, |H˜t [[x ∈ F ] → [−x ∈ F ]],
(III9) for any x, y ∈ R, |H˜t [rmax{[x ∈ F ], [y ∈ F ]} → [xy ∈ F ]].
Now, we first let I be an implicative operator. Then we have the following corollary:
Corollary 5.3. An interval valued fuzzy set F of R is a t˜-implication-based interval valued fuzzy hyperideal of R if and only if for
all:
(I10) I(rmin{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)}, rinf{µ˜F (z)|z ∈ x+ y}) ≥ t˜ , for all x, y ∈ R,
(II10) for any x ∈ R, I(µ˜F (x), µ˜F (−x)) ≥ t˜ ,
(III10) I(rmax{µ˜F (x), µ˜F (y)}, µ˜F (xy)) ≥ t˜ , for all x, y ∈ R.
Let F be an interval valued fuzzy set of R. Then we have the following results:
Theorem 5.4. (i) Let I = Igr . Then F is an 0.5-implication-based interval valued fuzzy hyperideal of R if and only if F is an
interval valued fuzzy hyperideal with thresholds (˜r = [0, 0], s˜ = [1, 1]) of R;
(ii) Let I = Ig . Then F is an 0.5-implication-based interval valued fuzzy hyperideal of R if and only if F is an interval valued
fuzzy hyperideal with thresholds (˜r = [0, 0], s˜ = [0.5, 0.5]) of R;
(iii) Let I = Icg . Then F is an 0.5-implication-based interval valued fuzzy hyperideal of R if and only if F is an interval valued
fuzzy hyperideal with thresholds (˜r = [0.5, 0.5], s˜ = [1, 1]) of R.
Proof. The proof is straightforward, by considering the definitions. 
6. Conclusions
Interval valued fuzzy set theory emerges from the observation that in a number of cases, no objective procedure is
available for selecting the crispmembership degrees of elements in a fuzzy set. It was suggested to alleviate that problem by
allowing to specify only an interval to which the actual membership degree is assumed to belong. The aim of this paper is to
introduce and study a new kind of interval valued fuzzy hyperideal of hyperrings and to investigate their related properties.
Also, we consider the definition of implication operators in the Lukasiewicz system of continuous-valued logic for interval
valued fuzzy hyperideals. The obtained results can be applied to other algebraic hyperstructure.
In our future research,wewill consider the interval valued (α, β)-fuzzy hyperideals, whereα, β are any one of∈, q,∈ ∨q
or ∈ ∧q. In the notion of an interval valued (α, β)-fuzzy hyperideal, we have considered twelve different types of such
structures resulting from three choices of α and four choices of β . However, we mainly discuss the (∈,∈ ∨q)-type and
(∈,∈)-type in this article. In the future, we shall concentrate on other types and their relationships among them, and also
we shall consider some of their applications in information sciences and general systems.
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